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Colonial powers created many political groupings throughout

Africa. Notable among these were the Federation of West Africa, the

Federation of Equatorial Africa, the Federation of Central Africa ar-d

the East African High Commission. Even though the English-speaking

countries of West Africa were not grouped together politically, except

in the very early days of British rulo? they were linked together by

many functional ties.

Characteristic of all groupings in Africa, whether political or

functional, was. that they were not designed to promote either genuine

integration among the colonies nor individual or collective economic

development. Their essential raison d'etre were to limit the financial

cost of colonial rule by getting the relatively well-to-do Colonies to

subsidize the poorer ones, rationalize and centralize colonial rule,

strengthen the dependence of the colonies on the metropolitan powersy

and facilitate the exploitation of the territories by metropolitan

enterprises. Not surprisingly therefore, these colonial groupings v/ere

the object of significant resentment and hostility among many Africans.

The period just before and after independence in Africa was marked

by two dominant strands of thought. On the one hand, the view was widely

held that concerted action among African countries was indispensable for

both political and economic reasons. On the other hand, however, there

was a strong sentiment that the links inherited from colonial rule could

not be maintained without profound modifications. The end result was

the widespread transformation of these colonial groupings, if only in

name and in form, in the late fifties and early sixties.

It can rightly be said that experimentation in subregional integration

in Africa, under African auspices, started only during the late fifties

and early sixties. Inevitably therefore, the initial steps were hesitant

and tentative. Consequently, the early efforts at subregional integration-

did not depart significantly from the model inherited from colonial rule.

Not surprising therefore, the gains from subregional integration have

been generally insignificant, resulting in frustration, dissapointraent,

and mutual acrimony.' Surprisingly, this did not stop the efforts at

subregional integration; instead, striving towards this objective actually

accelerated. This is a clear demonstration of the importance African

leaders attach to the goal of subregional and ultimately regional

integration.

Attempts at integration are more numerous and varied in West Africa

than in any other African subregion. According to the Directory of

Intergovernmental Organisations (IGO) in West Africa, there are at

present thirty-four such organisations in the region. These organi

sations vary greatly both in the size of their membership and in the

scope of their activities. Some, like the Mano River Union, consist.■•

of only a few members; others group together many more States, and

ECOWAS is made up of all the sixteen countries of West Africa. With

respect to the range of activitiess there are those with a very narrow

preoccupation, such as the Comite intra-Africaine des etudes hydrauliqu.es

while others undertake projects in virtually all aspects of economic a~jd
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social development. Most West African IGOs fall somewhere in

between the two ends of the size of membership and scope of

activities.' Finally, West African IGOs differ significantly with .
respect to their effectiveness in promoting development, strengthen!^.:

the ties among their members, and in the degree of .satisfaction
experienced by their members.

The multiplicity and heterogeneity of West African IGOs is

frequently bemoaned by policy-makers and observers. However,

•persuasive evidence still has to be provided to demonstrate that

in toto this has acted as a hindrance to subregional integration

in the subregion. In any event, there is one critical fact that
must not be lost sight of. It is that the history of regional,. .... , .,

integration in West Africa, precisely because of the richness, that
derives from its diversity, is a very fertile area for comparative

studies with a view to articulating a more effective strategy of
regional integration. With the adoption of the Lagos Plan of Action
and its commitment to a new strategy of economic development based

on self-reliance and subregional and regional integration, a study.
of this nature Is indispensable. Several additional factors justify

. the undertaking of such a study as soon as possible.

Many West African IGOs had their origins in colonial rule.

In spite of the changes effected in the sixties and seventies, they
still have the colonial in-print on them. As noted earlier, none

of the colonial territorial groupings was designed to promote

African development or integration. The veins on development and
integration which dominated the international scene during the last .,

two decades emanated from the developed market economies and after tw.o

decades of trying to implement them in Africa, it is now clear that-

they, are irrelevant and even counter-product in the African envlrovinc-

In the Lagos Plan of Action, African Heads of State opted for a now

strategy of economic development. It- is now necessary to bring the .

: African strategy of subregional and regional integration into con
formity with this new strategy of economic development. This :

necessitates serious study of previous strategies of integration^

with a view to their radical alteration.

West African IGOs were created at different points in time. In

some cases, the same organisation has been modified several times,

if -only in name. This ad hoc approach towards the creation of IGOs
in West Africa has suffered from the fact that it did not benefit
from the experience of other IGOs in the subrcgion or even from the

early history of the same IGO. Often, this was because this knowler1/^
was simply unavailable. Another reason was the tendency of West

African IGOs to operate in isolation practicing a studied indiffere c?
other IGOs in the Subregion. The advantage of knowing of
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ones history and that of similar entities in order to chart future

action is too obvious to bo dwelt upon.

Since West African IGOs were created on an ad hoc and isolated

basis, the inevitable result has been a substantial degree of
duplication of activities. Many organisations try to do the same
thing, While some sectors are ignored by all or receive very little
attention. In some instances, the same study or project is undertake-

by two or more IGOs, due to a lack of information on what others, have
or are doing. Yet, resources of all kinds are inadequate, and even
the most efficient and coordinated effort of all IGOs in West Africa

will not be enough to do all that is required at the level of the
West African subregion. The institution of an annual meeting of West
African IGOs, in order to coordinate their activities, is a step in
the right direction but It is clearly inadequate. Coordinating.the
activities of IGOs requires the elaboration of a framework within
which such coordination can take place. Further, there is urgent.need

for the rationalisation of the objectives of West African IGOs, in
order to reduce the duplication of efforts to the minimum. In sum,

it is necessary to redraw the geographical and functional map of West
African IGOs in order to facilitate the rationalisation and coordir.atior

of their activities,

A study of the type being proposed will also enable external

action to channel their activities more effectively so as to promote
genuine economic development and subregional and regional integration.

This is especially applicable to the Economic Commission for Africa,

With the creation of the various MULPOCs and the adoption of the Lagos

Plan of Action, the principal objectives of the ECA and the MULPOCs

are the promotion of economic development and collective self-relia:ico.

In order to mobilize and concentrate its activities towards these goals,

the central thrust of the strategy of subregional integration in West

Africa needs to be defined more clearly.

What is being called for, in essence, is the formulation of a set

of ideas on how the Lagos Plan of Action can be implemented in tie West

African subregion. The outcome of this exercise, in conjunction wit'-

the findings of the study on the impact of financial contributions to

IGOs and the UNDP/ECA mission to evaluate the MULPOC, should make it
possible to chart the course of West African integration during the

years ahead in more comprehensive terms.

Tho study of the history of regional integration in West Africa,

must show what has been achieved in the past and the factors which

explain success and/or failure. In the light of these findings, it
should formulate recommendations on the following points: (l) The
objectives that should be pursued jointly at the subregional level

in the key economic sectors. These sectors have already been defined

in the Lagos Plan of Action, and they are Agriculture, Natural Resources

Industry, Science, Technology and Human Resources, Transport and

Communications and Commerce and Finance; (2) The instruments for

achieving these objectives; (3) The Institutional Framework for Sub-



regional integration in West Africa. That is, how the mat) of
,eit*fr?a1n.IGOs should ^ re-drawn along geographical and
functional lines, m order to limit duplication, increase effici
^ ta^ltta^ the c°°rdination of activities; 4) the role of

integration. ^^ mU>°° ln tM ^ S
,nf n ^r?Par^tl01? ?f thls study will require the full-time services
of a multi-disciplmary team of five to six experts for a period

it wil/bo holh ThlS tlm?-Period is b^ed on thfe aSsumptionPthat
Afr-Tr^ ^n^0thTimpossible and unnecessary to study all the West
jcnl ?L+ o ' Instead' a J^ioious selection of about four to five
IGOs that are representative of the IGOs in the subregion will have
to be made. Those which would seem to merit attention are the

SS Tf^f M^ ^ WARDA ^fLimportance the ECA attaches to this'issue? and its wide^erilnce
in conducting such studies in all the subfegions of Afric? it i°
recommended that the task of preparing the ftudy be assigned to the
attached! timetable for the execution of the project is



ANNEX I

TIMETABLE FOR THE PREPARATION OF THE STUDY

ON WEST AFRICAN INTEGRATION

1. MARCH Constitution of the Multi-

disciplinary Team of Experts.

2. APRIL Briefing and Library Research at

ECA headquarters.

Detailed preparation for field work

3. MAY - MID-JULY Field work.

4. MID-JULY - Writingj translation and reproduction
MID-SEPTEMBER of report.

5. FIRST WEEK OF OCTOBER Dispatch of report to West African

Governments and IGOs.

6. LAST WEEK OF OCTOBER Special Session of the MULPOC Policy
Organs to examine the report.




